The Wiener index of a graph is the sum of the distances between all pairs of vertices. It has been one of the main descriptors that correlate a chemical compound's molecular structure with experimentally gathered data regarding the compound's characteristics. In 2008, Wang and Zhang independently characterized trees with specified degree sequence that minimize the Wiener index. In the paper of Wang, a corollary on maximizing the Wiener index was pointed out to be incorrect by Zhang et. al. in 2010. Zhang et. al. also provided partial results and noted that the question turns out to be complicated. Later, Çela et. al. considered this question as a quadratic assignment problem and provided a polynomial time algorithm. We make some progress in this contribution, providing information on the candidate trees for the maximum Wiener index. Some interesting combinatorial relations to other objects arose from this study. We also consider the bound of this maximum value as well as study this question for trees with small diameter and for chemical trees with specified degree sequence.
Introduction
Let G = (V , E) be a graph. The Wiener index W (G) of G is defined [5] as
where d(u, v) is the number of edges in a shortest path from u to v.
The Wiener index was first developed by Harry Wiener [10] in 1947. This concept has been one of the most widely used descriptors in quantitative structure activity relationships, as the Wiener index has been shown to have a strong correlation with the chemical properties of a chemical compound, see for instance, [4] .
For a tree T with n vertices and n − k leaves, let d = d T = (d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d n ) denote the n-vector whose components are the degrees of the vertices of T arranged in nonincreasing order, i.e. with Since many chemical applications of the Wiener index deal with chemical compounds that have acyclic organic molecules, the Wiener index of trees has been extensively studied over the past years, see for instance [2] .
It is well known that the Wiener index is maximized by the path and minimized by the star among general trees of the same order. Similar problems for more specific classes of trees seem to be more difficult. In [3] , the tree that minimizes the Wiener index among trees of given maximal degree is studied. However, the molecular graphs of the most practical interests have natural restrictions on their degrees corresponding to the valences of the atoms, therefore it is reasonable to consider a tree with a fixed degree sequence. In [8, 11] respectively, the trees with specified degree sequence that minimizes the Wiener index are characterized through different approaches. For trees that maximizes the Wiener index in this category, an incorrect corollary in [8] was pointed out in [12] . Consequently, the following question stays open:
Provide characterizations of trees with specified order and degree sequence that maximize the Wiener index.
This question is noted to be complicated in [12, 9] . Results on trees with ≤6 internal vertices was presented in [12] . An efficient algorithm is provided in [1] . We will further explore this question in this contribution.
Let T d denote the set of trees with degree sequence d. Among all trees T ∈ T d , we are interested in finding the tree(s) with maximal Wiener index. Shi [7] proved that a tree with maximal Wiener index for a given degree sequence must be a caterpillar.
Let T be a caterpillar with n vertices, n − k of which are leaves, The nonleaf vertices occur in the spine in the sequence v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v k . The Wiener index of T is given by [12] 
where q(x) is the quadratic form
given x is the column vector
and
In the next section, we explore the potential candidates that maximize q(x). Some simple but interesting relations to symmetric Dyck paths and pattern avoidance are also presented. In Section 3, we extend the result in [12] a little further with the help of the computer. Then in Sections 4 and 5, we discuss the bound of the maximum Wiener index and provide an answer to a simpler version of the question, i.e. for chemical trees.
Narrowing the possibilities

The binary tree of candidate permutations
By (1.1), our problem reduces to finding a permutation y := (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y k ) of the decremented degree sequence b = (b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b k ), which maximizes q(x) over T d . Due to the symmetry of the sum in (1.1), we will require that y 1 ≥ y k to eliminate isomorphic trees. Of these k!/2 possible permutations, all but 2 k−2 of them can a priori be eliminated from consideration by the following lemma. Let us denote the set of ''candidate permutations'' from Lemma 2.1 by Π (k) (b).
Viewed as a binary tree, there is a natural ordering which allows us to encode the candidate permutations. For example, consider the case k = 5:
For brevity, we may write P j in place of P
Example 2.3. Determine the candidate permutation P (8) 43 (b).
Solution. Notice that 2 8−2
= 64, so there are P
Notice that 43 expressed in binary is 101011.
• The first assignment is always y 1 =: b 1 .
• The second assignment corresponds to the most significant bit: if it is 0, then b 2 =: y 2 ; if it is 1 then b 2 =: y k . So in our case, b 2 =: y 8 .
• The third assignment corresponds to the second most significant bit: b 3 is matched to the y with the smallest or largest available subscript according to whether this bit is 0 or 1, so in our case, b 3 =: y 2 .
• The third bit is 1, so b 4 =: y 7 .
• The fourth bit is 0, so b 5 =: y 3 .
• The fifth bit is 1, so b 6 =: y 6 .
• The sixth bit is 1, so b 7 =: y 5 .
• There is only one subscript left unused, so b 8 =: y 4 .
Thus P (8) Remark 2.5. Indeed, Proposition 2.4 is equivalent to stating that the sequence is unimodal.
Adjacent comparisons
Of the 2 k−2 candidate permutations, many can be ruled out as potential maximizers through ''adjacent comparisons,''
i.e. differences of the form q(P
From adjacent comparisons such as these, we may conclude, e.g., that Assume true for k = n − 2. For k = n, The essential idea is to map the candidates in k = n − 2 case to the third quarter of the candidates in the k = n case.
We first show that 
Next we show that any candidate j with j >  
A symmetric Dyck n-path is a symmetric path that consists of a sequence of n ''Up'' (U) and n ''Down'' (D) moves, and that either starts with UD (i.e. returns to ground after the first two steps) or is prime (i.e. does not return to ground until the end). For example, UUU-DDD (second type), UUD-UDD (second type), UDU-DUD (first type) are the three symmetric Dyck 3-paths (counted by ''A050168'' at the Online Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences). In the following, we establish a bijection between the candidates ruled out by the adjacent comparisons and the symmetric Dyck paths. Thus the number of ruled out candidates is provided.
Proposition 2.7. The number of candidates ruled out by the adjacent comparison is
, which also counts the number of symmetric Dyck (k − 1)-paths. 
To map such an L-R sequence to the first half (of length k − 1) of a symmetric Dyck (k − 1)-path, we first replace L with U and R with D. Then condition (a) guarantees that the path never goes below the ground (hence it is a Dyck path). There are three cases:
(1) For an L-R sequence that starts with LR (i.e. on the right side of the binary tree since the first L is extra), say LRLLRLR, it is automatically mapped to a symmetric Dyck (k−1)-path that returns to the ground after the first two steps, i.e. UDUUDUD-UDUDDUD.
(2) For an L-R sequence that starts with LL and never has the same number of L's and R's at any point, say LLRLLRL, it is automatically mapped to a symmetric Dyck (k − 1)-path that does not return to the ground until the end, i.e. UUDUUDU-DUDDUDD.
(3) For an L-R sequence that starts with LL and has the same number of L's and R's at some point, consider the corresponding U-D sequence.
(3-1) If there never exists any UD that starts and ends on the ground, say UUDDUUDUDDUUUD, remove the part after the path touches the ground for the last time (the UUUD at the end) and attach it to the beginning, i.e. take UUUD and attach it to the front of UUDDUUDUDD. This yields UUUDUUDDUUDUDD-UUDUDDUUDDUDDD for the symmetric Dyck path that does not return to the ground until the end.
(3-2) If there exists some UD that starts and ends on the ground, say UUDDUUDUDDUDUUU, remove the part starting from where this first happens (the UDUDU at the end) and attach it to the beginning, i.e. take UDUDU and attach it to the front of UUDDUUDUDD. This yields UDUDUUUDDUUDUDD-UUDUDDUUDDDUDUD for the symmetric Dyck path that returns to the ground after the first two steps.
Note that because of condition (b), the symmetric Dyck paths achieved from (1) and (2) always end with U or UD at the end of the first half, making them different from the symmetric Dyck paths achieved from (3). Thus the above map is one-to-one. It is easy to follow the inverse of this map to achieve a different L-R sequence from every symmetric Dyck path. Proof. Similar to that of Proposition 2.6.
Proposition 2.8. There is a run of
 2 3 2 k−3  ( ''A000975'' ) candidates {2 k−2 −  2 3 2 k−3  , . . . ,
Nonadjacent comparisons
For some i's and j's with i − j > 1, the polynomial q(P i ) − q(P j ) factors. For example, if k ≥ 6, direct calculation reveals the following:
Combining such observations with those from adjacent comparisons allows us to draw conclusions such as these:
Further observations for general k Proposition 2.9. The quadratic form q(x) is maximized over
is negative when b k−1 > b k . Hence q(x) does not achieve the maximum value.
On the other hand, if
where P k is some permutation of {b 2 , . . . , b k } and y ̸ = x. In a procedure of ''bubble sorting'' P k to achieve x, at any step we have y = (b 1 , . . . , b i , b Therefore the value of q(x) is non-decreasing as we go through the bubble sort algorithm. Hence q(x) is maximized at
Remark 2.10. Proposition 2.9 can be generalized a little further to provide conditions for a specific permutation to be maximal. But to do so for all maximizing permutations seems to be very complicated.
A simple observation can also be made on candidate permutations that will never be ruled out. 
 k+2 i=3 b i . Then we will be forced to have x = (b 1 , . . . , b 2 ) to maximize q(x), i.e. b 2 is assigned to the ''right-most'' position. In fact, consider Therefore, in the case that the entries P k+2 have exactly the same values as those of P k , the permutation (b 1 , P k+2 , b 2 ) maximizes q(x).
Maximality results for particular small k's
To have 2 k−2 distinct candidate permutations, we must assume that
, which we will do throughout this section.
The cases k ≤ 6
Translating results of Zhang, Liu, and Han [12] into our present notation, we have that for k = 4, P
) maximizes the Wiener index. For k = 5, there are three cases:
• P (5)
The case k = 6 can be fully characterized in 12 cases as follows:
Necessary and sufficient conditions Maximizing permutation(s) Zhang, Liu, and Han did not consider k > 6, remarking that it appeared to be a hard problem.
The case k = 7
For the 2 7−2 = 32 candidate permutations in the case k = 7, adjacent and non-adjacent comparisons allow us to weed out all of P 0 , P 1 , . . . , P 21 as possible maximizers, leaving P 22 , P 23 , . . . , P 31 as possible maximizers. The next proposition eliminates P 23 as a possibility. with a s > a s−1 > · · · > a 1 , then for
